BE Seminar
Training
We Are Piece Of The Puzzle
In an age where productivity and bottom line is a “way of life”, it has become even more important
to nurture and grow employees that create the culture and add to bottom line success. Study
after study after study has shown that happy fulfilled employees add more value to the corporate
culture and drive increased bottom line success.
Our business has evolved around these needs of our corporate partners and their employees.
This is what we do, we create strong happy people that are fulfilled and live from a place of
creativity, not their past.
The result? A happier work life balance, a better corporate culture, stronger relationships, and
happier employees that lead to much fuller bottom line success for your company.
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Our Company
Exists To Grow
Your Company
The benefits of happy and fulfilled employees
are enormous. They are more productive,
more creative, better problem solvers, have
better relationships, are healthier, have better
marriages, are less stressed and enjoy deeper
social interaction than the less positive people
around them.
BE Seminar Training has invested heavily in its
programs and processes which always start
from the inside. Happiness is self-created and
unhappiness is self-created. Let your team dive
into a powerful curriculum and have a learning
experience that will change many of their lives
and without question raise your bottom line.
We will challenge participants one-on-one
to be themselves rather than play a roll that
had been imposed on them by the past. Your
team will be surprised how both physically and
emotionally challenging and how philosophical
the training is.
Using this program, you will without question
increase the energy of your management and
staff, which is a direct reflection of self image
which is what motivates us and can be seen as
the fuel to our lives.

Be Seminar Training Helps By:
Managing the well-being of your employees
Advancing your corporate culture
Creating sales opportunities that didn’t exist before
Increasing moral and productivity
Enlarging your bottom line profits
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Abandoning the
Normal Way of
Business
From the beginning, we understood
that a successful relationship with
our corporate partners would
require abandoning the normal way
of business. To start with, we knew
that if we were going to provide
a true service, we needed to truly
understand the management and
employee connection. Bruce and
Darren’s combined 50 years of
experience will take the participants
to a new level. WATCH VIDEO HERE:
By working in partnership with your
company we are able to create
fantastic work cultures, and build
strong employee relationships that
increase sales, inspires confidence
and assures reliability.
And our commitment to providing
superior corporate support doesn’t
end there…
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Deliver a Rewarding
Experience With
Every Sale
My ultimate purpose is not to tell them some facts they did not know. I ask them to entertain
the possibility that there is something they do know, which they have not been aware that they
know. It is not a ‘training’ in the usual ‘rule-learning’ sense of the word, nor is it an ingraining, by
repetition or any other means, of behaviors, attitudes, or beliefs.
The BE Seminar Training is an opportunity to for participants to have an experience, uniquely
their own, in a situation which enables and encourages them to do that fully and responsibly. I am
suggesting that the best way to learn about BE Seminar Training is to look into yourself, because
whatever BE Seminar Training is about is in your self already. I am just going to let them discover
it for the first time.
At BE Seminar Training, we understand the
dynamics of human behavior. We will start
inside by evaluating pasts and stories about
who they are and why they are that way. Once
we explore the subconscious mind and learn
to control the 1/1,000 of a second where the
EGO converts events into your subconscious
mind, we are on the path to increased energy.

We Work For You
The critical part of the training is freeing oneself from the past, which
is accomplished by “experiencing” one’s recurrent patterns and
problems rather than repeating them. The word experience is used
to mean a process of fully experiencing the pointless repetition of
old, burdensome behaviors so you are not run by them anymore.
Our network of relationships with nutritionists, health experts, exercise
gurus and a host of well-being aficionados provides the opportunity
for your employees to take their growth and transformation a step
further if that is what they choose. We have found that once people
have realized how great they can become they often yearn for more,
which is why we offer full programs in all areas of self-development
that are available beyond our initial meeting.
We prioritize the interest of you and your employees over and above
everything else.
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We Understand
Your Business
We challenge participants to be themselves, to dig deep to unlock their authenticity. Our decades
of research and experience tells us that people become the happiest and most productive in a
work environment when they are relaxed, calm and feeling good about themselves and the condition of their life. During our training, it will become obvious that most of our personal problems
start with not keeping the agreements that we give to ourselves. Much of employee challenge is
a function of broken agreements - not keeping their word, or someone else not keeping theirs.
We teach employees to take advantage of the most useful forces we have available to us which are
will power, mental toughness, desire, momentum, discipline and staying power.

A way of observing and confronting their own
perspective, contexts and point of views.
A way to remove the repressed emotions
and feelings that hold people back.
I will ask them to re-examine their reflex
patterns of living that kept their lives from
working.
We will uncover that people do not need to
be stuck with their automatic ways of being
but can instead be free to choose their ways
of being in how they live their lives.
The important of proper food and exercise
and how it relates to your overall state of
being. We will look into chemical effects of
food and emotions.
We will delve into the degradation chart of
decision making.
We will discuss Dr. David Hawkins map of
consciousness.
We will understand how to increase your
energy by manipulating thoughts.
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We will spend a lot of time on thinking, as
thinking is mindset and great mindset makes
champions.
We will study relationships, customer and
family. A happy family person is a happy
employee. A happy employee goes home
happy.
We will study investing in yourself and the
profound effect this has on overall quality of
life.
Our daily habits become who we are. We take
an in depth look at daily habits and how critical
they are.
We will develop resilience by getting out of our
comfort zone.
We will be rewiring their brains to convert
all negative thoughts and energy so they can
use that same energy to develop a enhanced
person that is happier, more productive, living
from creativity and driving both their and your
bottom line. This is what we do.
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Get Yourself a Partner
in the People Business
Your Business
At BE Seminar Training, we are dedicated to helping you
give your employees the experience that will elevate their
lives, reveal their greatness to themselves and help them
understand themselves. We have built our business around
this dedication to service excellence.
Each part of the training becomes real for participants by
virtue of experiencing themselves, not concepts derived
from someone else’s experience.

bruceellemo.net
What your employees
can expect:
Increased energy levels
Calmer more relaxed
state of being
Happier, smiling more
More creativity and
productivity
A better work/life
relationship

In the training, the experience of being at the effect of life - of
having been put here, and having to suffer the circumstances
of life, of being the bearer or victim of life, or at best, of
succeeding or winning out over the burdens of life -shifts to
an experience of originating life the way it is - creating your
experience as you live it - in a space uniquely your own.
In that space, the problems of life take on an entirely
different significance. They literally pale, that is, become
lighter - or enlightened. One sees, quite sharply, that who
one is simply transcends and contextualizes the content
with which one has been concerned. The living of life begins
to be what counts, the zest or vivacity with which one lives is
what matters.
The experience of being yourself is innately satisfying. If who
you really are does not give you the experience of health,
happiness, love and full self-expression - or ‘aliveness’ - then
that is not who you really are. When you experience yourself
as yourself, that experience is innately satisfying.
I mean that people experience being empowered or enabled
in that respect. They no longer are their point of view. They
have one, and know that the one they have is the one they
chose, until now, and that they can, and probably will, choose
to create other points of view. They experience the intended
result of the training, which is a shift in what orients people’s
being from the attempt to gain satisfaction - a deficiency
orientation - to the expression of satisfaction already being
experienced - a sufficiency orientation.
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We are just
Getting Started
COACHING
We understand the need for repetition and
consistency. These steps need to become daily habits
that are “baked in” to create long lasting effects that
will continue to pay dividends to your company for
years to come. We know that 3 months can make shifts
in behaviour and attitudes but more importantly we
know that 6 months will cement them. To that end,
we will be there for you and your employees after
our initial 2-day seminar is over.
To Be Sent The Costs Of
Our Corporate 2-Day
Seminar Training And Coaching Packages
Email Administration
admin@bruceellemo.net

No one climbs
MT. EVEREST
WITHOUT A SHERPA
We have helped thousands of people scale the Mt.
Everest of their minds. The fact is a lot of people
haven’t been given the best upbringings and haven’t
spent a lot of time working on themselves; they need
help. This is why BE Seminar Training exists. We have
distilled a combined six decades of research and
personal experience into our programs. We have
done the work for them and now our job is to make
sure these qualities are displaced and transplanted
as a way of life. I have met zero people who don’t
yearn to be happy, loving, disciplined, enthusiastic
and wealthy. The best way for this is with one-on-one
and group training via weekly zoom meetings for 6
months.
We truly care about people and take great pride in
shifting people who shift cultures that change games.
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